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On-demand Booking Services
Association arrangements
On-demand passenger transport is where the hirer or passenger substantially decides the pickup and
drop off locations and times of their journey. It can include a range of services such as taxi, rideshare and
charter.
If you take bookings directly from a hirer or passenger, including taxi rank or hail work, you are an ondemand booking service (ODBS).
To comply with the Transport (Road Passenger Services) Act 2018 and avoid penalty, you must either:
•

become an authorised ODBS; or

•

have an association arrangement with an authorised ODBS.

What is an association arrangement?

What are the responsibilities of a principal
booking service?

An association arrangement is a specific written
agreement between two booking services. It is most
relevant when one of the booking services is a
business who dispatches or otherwise facilitates jobs
for the driver and the other is the driver who takes
bookings directly from their own clients.

The principal booking service is responsible for:

An association arrangement must outline which
booking service is the principal booking service and
which is the associated booking service.

•

preparing, reviewing and maintaining an up-to-date
safety management system;

•

keeping records related to drivers, vehicles,
bookings and booking requests;

•

preparing and making available a complaints
resolution procedure;

•

keeping records of customer complaints; and

•

paying any levy for leviable trips.

IMPORTANT: If an ODBS that is dispatching work
to you does not wish to provide an association
arrangement that covers all of your services (such as
private jobs), you must apply to become an authorised
ODBS in your own right to ensure all your work is
covered.

What needs to be in an association
arrangement
To meet the requirements of the Act, an association
arrangement must:
FF be a written agreement between two ODBS
providers;
FF state the names of the two parties to the
agreement (the authorised principal booking
service and the associated booking service);
FF identify which of these parties is the principal
booking service (the authorised booking service)
and which is the associated booking service (the
driver);

FF clearly describe the services provided by the
associated booking service, which are covered by
the agreement (e.g. the rank or hail bookings that
the associated driver completes in a vehicle with
livery and a meter for the principal ODBS); and
FF include an acknowledgement by the principal
booking service of their responsibilities (outlined
above).
Specific details of what is required are included in
regulations 4 and 12 of the Transport (Road Passenger
Services) Regulations 2019, are available on the
www.legislation.wa.gov.au website.

Do you need an association arrangement?
Type of service provided
On-demand Rank or Hail (taxi)
I only take work via a dispatcher or app network that I
am affiliated or partnered with.
I take work via a dispatcher or app network I am
affiliated or partnered with and I also accept work
through rank or hail or private arrangements.
I only accept rank or hail work or jobs through private
arrangements.

On-demand Charter
I only take work from a charter/rideshare company
either as an employee or freelance driver.

Do I need association arrangement or my own
ODBS authorisation?
No.
The dispatcher or app network is facilitating the
booking and will need to be authorised as an ODBS.
Yes.
You either need an association arrangement with the
dispatcher or app network to cover this work, or your
own ODBS authorisation.
Yes.
You either need an association arrangement with the
dispatcher or app network to cover this work, or your
own ODBS authorisation.
No.

The charter or rideshare company is facilitating the
booking and will need to be authorised as an ODBS.
I take work from a charter/rideshare company either as Yes.
an employee or freelance driver and I also take my own
You either need an association arrangement with the
private bookings from clients (unconnected with the
charter/rideshare company to cover this work, or your
charter/rideshare company).
own ODBS authorisation.
Note: There are heavy penalties for providing an on-demand booking service without authorisation or an association
arrangement.
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